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Upcoming Events

September 24th
CDS MS Girls Soccer

 @ CI

October 1st
CDS MS Girls Soccer

@ TCIS
CDS MS Boys Soccer

 @ CI

October 7th 
We Run Cheongna

October 8th
CDS MS Girls Soccer

 @ APIS
CDS MS Boys Soccer

@ SFS

“There may be 
people who want 
to kick you to the 
ground, but there’s 
more people to 
catch you when 
you fall.”

-BigBang

Welcome Back CDS Middle school! We hope you had fun during 
Chuseok break. We surveyed students regarding their break time 
activities. Here are images of the best (or most entertaining) answers 
from the 6th and 7th graders here at CDS:

The Student Council held their first main fundraiser this Friday--Dress 
Down Day! Students paid ₩1,000 to dress casually. The money will go 
towards We Run Cheongna as well as the Halloween party. Looks like they 
are enjoying the day!

Student Council Events 
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We are two weeks into Dalton Cup competitions and the competition has been intense to say the least. 

September 6th Cheongna vs. Dalton (6 : 5)
Our first match of this year was very exciting. The girls settled with a tie, but the Cheongna boys 
outshined the Dalton boys in their game. Most of the students came out to the field regardless of their 
teams and had fun. It was really good to see lots of students with high spirits on the first match. 
September 8th Korea vs. Phoenix (10 : 20) 
Team Phoenix had a big win this day. The girls were neck and neck, until the Team Korea girls dug deep 
and won by 1 point. On the other side of the field, the Phoenix boys really outplayed the Korea boys with 
their amazing kicks and fast runs. All the students were still cheerful and appreciated a fun game of 
kickball. 
September 20th Korea vs. Cheongna (8 : 8)
It was a really tight game. During the girl’s game, team Korea claimed victory with an end score of 5 : 3. 
On the other hand, the Cheongna boys, due to 8B Grant’s amazing home-run kick, ran fast and scored 5 
points while Korea boys only scored 3 points. In the end, they were tied with total of 8 points. 
September 22nd Phoenix vs. Dalton (16 : 27)
Team Dalton definitely stepped up their game this time. The girls game was very tight. Both team did 
really well and Dalton won with an end score of 11 : 9. Dalton boys dominated the field with their great 
kicks and runs scoring 16 points within 2 rounds while Phoenix boys only scored 7 points. 

We are halfway into the first Dalton Cup competition and  have witnessed lots of cheers, 
enthusiasm and excitement in every match. In 2 weeks, we are going to have the championship 
match for Kickball league. Looking at the standings now, it can be anyone’s game.  Don’t give up 
until the and keep the excitement rolling! 

Current Standings

Win Lose Tie

Cheongna 1 1

Dalton 1 1

Korea 1 1

Phoenix 1 1
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In Music this term, the 7th grade classes have been exploring the topic "Music in Your Life", where we 
have explored various aspects of places where music can be heard and how it influences people and 
settings. One component to our study has been exploring music's relationship with sports. We began 
this subtopic by learning about the role of music in American football and witnessed videos of American 
marching bands. We also learned basic marching fundamentals that are typically used in college 
marching bands. Then, students had the opportunity to work in small groups and create their own 
marching band drill design to share with the class during an "In-class Performance". Students worked 
together to figure out how they wanted their group to move and practiced verbalizing marching 
commands. The other aspect of our subtopic was to research a specific sport and discover how music is 
used during that specific sporting event. In pairs, students presented on ways that music can be heard 
at basketball games, ice skating, pro wrestling, and many more! Students also led the class in an activity 
that helped engage learning. As the term progresses, students will continue learning about the various 
ways that music is used, influences people, and can be heard each day! - Ms. Van Liew

More Dalton Cup pictures will be posted on the CDS MS Website ( cdsmiddleschool.weebly.com )
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The first CDS Middle School Band officially started after school on Monday, September 5! Our group of 
eleven students came to band rehearsal with more than just their instruments. They came with great 
enthusiasm, excitement, and an attitude ready to learn! Over the next few weeks, we will be focusing on 
basic instrument procedures, how to finger correct notes, and most importantly, make a great sound. 
After just the second practice, students were able to play three notes all together and truly make the 
group sound like a band! This is an excellent start, but we still have lots to learn before our first 
performance on December 15. Throughout the school year, students will be working on "Earning their 
Stripes", which means they will receive a colored strip each time they correctly play a set of music 
exercises.  Our goal is for everyone to have enough stripes to become a "Sergeant Major" at the end of 
the school year. The CDS Band is off to a terrific start and we all look forward to the growth that will take 
place this year! Go Band! - Ms. Van Liew

CDS Middle School
Band

Cindy is a new student at CDS this year and has integrated into the 
student body with ease. Cindy has a very positive and upbeat 
attitude. A look of friendliness and joy usually radiates from her 
face. Cindy also takes on classwork with enthusiasm and strong 
work ethic. One day in the cafeteria, she shared with a teacher that 
she was very excited to begin working on projects in her Science 
and Music classes. Regardless of your positive attitude and 
excitement for classwork, one defining characteristic of Cindy is 
that she is certainly willing to lend a helping hand. One day in Music 
class, there was a spill that was accidentally left by a previous class. 
Looking for a volunteer to help clean up the mess, Cindy boldly and 
confidently got paper towels and began cleaning up the mess 
without hesitation. On other occasions, Cindy has helped move 
supplies and is eager to serve the class. She certainly displays 
"leading by example" in her actions and attitude. Fantastic work 
Cindy!  --Ms. Van Liew

Dalton Distinguished. Congratulations!

Cindy Shin
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Birthdays from 9/23 to 10/2

G5 Hayden Lee (9/27)
G5 Aiden Son (9/26)
7A Yumin Ko (9/28)
7B Brian Jin (9/29)

8B Shirley Lee (10/2)
We wish you happy birthday :)

COACH MORRIS: “I hope to have a successful 
year in terms of improvement by the players. I've 
never coached in this league or with this group of 
students so I'm getting to know them more and 
more each day. I'm excited about this year and the 
future as I can see loads of potential. We're 
working hard each day to prepare for our first 
Jamboree, which is in the first weekend in October. 
My goal is to improve in each tournament and 
prepare the 8th grade students to move into the 
high school team seamlessly. If we come out of this 
season with smiles on our faces and with more 
knowledge of how to play this beautiful game I 
would count this season as a success!”COACH VAN LIEW &  COACH MENZEL:

“We had three girls show up for soccer tryouts, 
but now we are nine players strong! The goal for 
this season will be understanding and mastering 
the fundamentals. Our first jamboree is coming 
up, and we hope to field a strong side that is not 
afraid to attack the ball. We truly are looking 
forward to getting to know each and every one of 
these girls.” 

2016-2017 MS 
Soccer Predictions

Attention CDS Middle School! CDS cardigans are now 
available to purchase for ALL CDS students on the CDS 
uniform website. Just in time for fall weather! The 
official CDS cardigan is shown in the picture on the 
right. If you wish to purchase a CDS cardigan, please 
visit the CDS uniform website - CDS Administration

https://sites.google.com/a/daltonschool.kr/cheongna-dalton-high-school-uniform/home

